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Post power syndrome is generally experienced by people who previously had the 

power or taking office, and after serving no longer experiencing symptoms of mental 

or emotional instability and negative. The formulation of this research is how to 

shape a post power syndrome demonstrated by the former leader of intra-campus 

student organizations, how understanding the former leader of the post-power 

syndrome, and how the former leader addressing post power syndrome. 

This study aims to explore the post-power syndrome former leader of intra-campus 

student organizations. Post power syndrome in question is the attitude still ruling 

even though it was not served as a leader again. Physically, individuals who 

experience post power syndrome appears more lethargic, lazy, and weak. In terms of 

individual emotions will feel despair, disappointment, and other negative feelings. In 

the behavior of individuals will more often talked about his tenure and to compare 

with the new leaders and more often angry. 

This study takes the subject of the former leader of intra-campus student 

organizations UIN Maliki Ibrahim Malang. This research is conducted using a 

qualitative approach to data collection methods of participant observation and in-

depth interviews. 

Based on the research results form of post-power syndrome on the subjects 

themselves that, in terms of physical more lethargic, weak and lazy. The subject felt 

emotionally empty, frustrated, and annoyed, while in terms of the behavior of the 

subjects love to criticize, annoyed when his advice is ignored, and likes to tell of his 

tenure and compare with the new leadership. The subjects know that there has been a 

change in the physical, emotional, and behavioral after they no longer hold himself as 

a leader. Physically more lazy, and relaxing, there is a feeling emotionally empty, 

also feeling disappointed and upset to the new leadership, while the change in 

behavior that is like giving advice and upset when ignored his advice, and glad to tell 

his past when a ruler and comparing with leadership new. In addressing the changes 

that have occurred, let alone the subject because the subject has confidence that these 

feelings will disappear by it self. 
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